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INTRODUCTION

amp.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
words, also offers its users the possibility of including new words or nuancing the meaning of existing words in it. As is
understandable, this project would be impossible to carry out without the esteemed collaboration of the people who
follow us around the world. This e-Book, therefore, was born with the intention of paying a small tribute to all our
collaborators.
Danilo Enrique Noreña Benítez has contributed to the dictionary with 35057 meanings that we have approved and
collected in this small book. We hope that the reader is very valuable and if you find it useful or want to be part of the
project, do not hesitate to visit our website, we will be delighted to receive you. 
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estepillas
Estepillas is the plural of estepilla.  It tells estepilla to three different plants.  Digitalis obscura, also called Foxglove black
or editing, it is of the Escrofulariaceae family.  The Cistus clusii receives the names of Romerina or Rosemary male who
is in the family Cistaceae.  And the Cistus albidus, also known as Blanca Jara and which is in the family Cistaceae.  All
are small shrubs.  All have medicinal uses and all are in the Iberian Peninsula.

ester
Proper name, but esther is incorrectly spelled and should be written as "Esther or Esther (is proper name)." being its
meaning: It is a woman's name.  Variant Ester .  It means the star, the one that shines.  It is of Biblical origin.  Book of
the Holy Bible in the Old Testament.  The name is believed to come from Ishtar, goddess of love and fertility in Babylon. 
In chemistry it is the name of fats, which are an organic compound in which a hydrogen has been replaced by an
alcoholic acid radical. 

estera
It is a kind of carpet or rug made with woven palm leaves, which is used to sleep in very hot climates.  The word used in
Mexico is petate.  In Colombia we also call them mats. 

estercofago
estercofago is incorrectly written and should be written as Estercofago ( 41 tilde; he always carries.  being its
meaning:<br>The correct term is Estercofago ( should always be tilde ).  Person or animal that eat dung, droppings. 
Dunghill, escatofago.

estereoscopios
It is an optical device that is used to make photointerpretation.  This device consists of two lenses placed at an ideal
distance to allow a binocular view of maps which gives a feeling of relief or three-dimensional vision.  There are different
shapes and sizes.  It is a device similar to 3D glasses.

estereotipo
It can mean model, example.  They are impositions of society in relation to culture, ideas, prejudices, attitudes, beliefs
and opinions.  It is also considered a stereotype something that is repeated or done automatically.  Something to
emulate.

esteriliza
It's a sterilization inflection.  It means becoming sterile or infertile.  Layer, neuter, remove .  It can also mean
counteracting any danger of infection.  Disinfect, sanitize, purify, pasteurize.

esterilizan
It's a sterilization inflection.  It means disinfecting, decontaminating.  Eliminate any possible infected focus on a medical
instrument.  It is also becoming sterile a terrain, an animal or a medical or surgical instrument.  Eliminate the production
of eggs or sperm in an animal, so that they do not reproduce.

esterilla
It is a kind of carpet or rug made with woven palm leaves, which is used to sleep in very hot climates.  The word used in
Mexico is petate.  In Colombia we also call them mats.  It is also called a construction material made with cracked
guadua.  It is widely used in the coffee axis.  



esterlín
Jewellery or jewellery is a fabric made of cotton, which is coarse and thick yarns.  It is usually colored.  Buckram.  Men
of sterling, currency used in England (in English Sterling).

estero
In Colombia and especially in the Eastern Plains, low ground that floods in the winter.  Flooded savannah land.

esterto
esterto is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Rattle" being its meaning:<br>The correct term is rattle.  It means
gasping, snoring, agony, choking, hectic and difficult breathing.

estertores
Abnormal noise that occurs when the flow of air by the Airways. Noise resulting in the dying air passing through mucus
in larynx, trachea and bronchi. Purr. Snoring.

estetoscopio
It is also called a stethoscope.  It is a medical device that is used to listen to a patient's heartbeat and breathing. 
Apparatus for listening to heart and respiratory sounds and sometimes intestinal or blood murmurs.  A device that takes,
perceives, or listens to internal sounds. 

estevan
Stephen or Estevan is a male name of Greek origin.  It means the victorious, crowned, laureate.  Name of a Saint of the
Catholic Church.  He was a Deacon of the Early Christian Church of Jerusalem.  He was sentenced to stoning.  His
death was witnessed by Saul of Tarsus (later St. Paul).  It is revered by the Catholic, Anglican, Lutheran, Eastern
Orthodox, Orthodox and Eastern Nestorian churches. 

estevana
It is a common female name in Slavic countries.  It is a variant of Stephen or Stevan, which is a name of Greek origin
and means crowned, victorious. 

estevia
It is one of the names of a herbaceous plant, native to Paraguay, known as diabetic grass, sweet grass or honey grass. 
It is also known in Guarani as Ka'a he'e.  It belongs to the genus Stevia or Estevia and the family Asteraceae.  It means
dedicated to Esteve, in honor of the Spanish doctor and botanist who discovered the plant and its uses, called Pedro
Jaime Esteve.  The scientific name of the plant is Stevia rebaudiana.  It is also called stevia or stevia a sweetener that is
obtained from the same plant. 

estéril
It means arid, unproductive, infecundo, poor, desert, son-in-law.  It lacks life.  It may also mean that it is not infected or
contaminated, that it is aseptic, sterilized or disinfected.  Another valid meaning is ineffective, useless, fruitless, vain,
decontaminated. 

estériles
Plural of sterile .  It means arid, unproductive, unhappy, poor, desert, barren.  It lacks life .  It can also mean that you are
not infected or contaminated, that you are aseptic, sterilized or disinfected.  Another valid meaning is ineffective,
useless, fruitless, futile, decontaminated. 



esther
Esther is incorrectly written and should be written as "Esther ( is 41 name;." being its meaning:<br>It is a woman's
name.  Variant Ester.  It means the star that shines.  It is of biblical origin.  Book of the Holy Bible in the old testament.  It
is believed that the name comes from Ishtar, Goddess of love and fertility in Babylon.

estiaje
Time of lack of rain.  Lack of water or moisture.  Drought, aridity, dryness.  

estibina
It is one of the names of a mineral of the sulfide group.  It is also called antimonite or sttibinite.  It is the main ore of
Antimony.  It has cosmetic use to darken the eyelids or the skin of the face, because with it the Kohl is manufactured,
but it must be done with caution because it usually becomes toxic. 

estiércol
Animal excrement .  Residue of food waste that is expelled through the anus after digestion.  Poop, feces, shit, manure,
fiemo, hez, feces, deposition, shit. 

estigma
It refers to trademarks, signs, wounds or supernatural scars that appear in the bodies of people or Saints, revelation of
its participation in the passion of Christ.  Shame, dishonour defamation, tort, shame, insult, offence, stain, outrage.  Mark
or sign, made with a hot iron as a sign of slavery and dependence.

estiletazo
Wound caused with a stylus.  Backstab, riposte, puntazo, Shiv and camouflaged.

estilete
Dagger long or very thin.  Skewer, Barb, punch, dagger or thin knife.  It can also be in medicine a catheter, catheter or a
probe.

estillar
The correct term is splinter.  It means breaking, fractioning, splitting, fracturing, reducing to splinters. 

estilo
Set of peculiar features that characterize an artist or a person.  Aspects or features that confer connotation or
personality to a work and that allow its author or composer to be recognized.  Name that was formerly given to an awl
that was used to write or record.  Mode, manner, form, custom, usage, fashion, class, category, distinction. 

estilógrafo
It is a way of calling a ball, spherographic pen, pencil or pen.  It consists of a housing which can be metal or plastic, and
the interior is a mine that is a plastic and cylindrical ink tank that is released by a metal end in which there is a tiny ball. 
Attachment or useful school for writing with ink.

estimulantes
Generic name given to substances that increases the level of motor or cognitive capacity, also increases the ability to
wake or alert, strengthens the ability to care.  Substance that animates, awakens, excites, encourages or provokes.



estipa
It is one of the common names of a plant in the Poaceae family and is used as an ornamental.  It also receives the
names of pony tail, Mexican feather, Stipe from Mexico, estopace, esparto.  Its scientific name is Stipa tuneifolia or Stipa
tunissima .  It is also the castilianization of the term Stipa, which is the name of a botanical genus of the family Poaceae.
 It means in Greek steppe or fiber.

estipendio
It is what is paid for a job.  It means fees, pay, remuneration, salary, wage, salary, Commission, allocation.

estipular
It means agreeing, agreeing, agreeing, agreeing.  Establish in writing what has been agreed or agreed. 

estirón
It is a type of exercise, which is intended to extend the extension of a upper or lower limb, or even of the body. 
Elongation, elongation.  Stretching exercise.  Flown stick to stick a goalkeeper in football.

estirpe
Quality or ancestral heritage.  It means ancestry, ancestry, lineage, origin, root, strain, lineage, trunk.  The name of a
musical album of the Colombian music singer Nancy Vargas.

estirpendio
The correct term is stipend.  It means amount of money that you pay for a job done.  Costs, cost, payment, perk, salary,
emolument, allowance, remuneration.

estitica
The correct term is estítica, with tilde.  It means estreñida, who suffer constipation.  It also means of metallic and
astringent taste.

estitico
In Colombia and especially in the area of the coffee it means that it suffers from constipation, who suffers from
estiptiquez, cold, constipated.  A person who has not been able to defecate in several days. Not making bowel
movements with the proper frequency.  Stingy, greedy, petty had

estivación
It is a type of physiological adaptation of some living organisms to overcome the summer season.  It can be called
sthiathiage dormancy or summer latency.  Stying.  During this period the living organism suspends most of its activities
and metabolism, in order to overcome the summer.  An example may be falling foliage from trees of many tropical
species or the burial of reptile species among the mud in summer time. 

estival
It means it's warm, nice, nice, summery.  It is related to summer, summer or heat. 

estío
It means it corresponds to summer.  Drought season.  Summer, stying, drought. 



estíptico
It means it heals, which helps dry and recover the skin.  Astringent, which dissects and contracts the tissues.  It is also a
topical and cosmetological product that allows to cleanse, dry and contract the skin.  That closes the pores.  Astrictive,
healing.  It can also mean constipation. 

estoa
In architecture it is a rectangular platform supported by columns or pillars.  In Greek it means portico.  Cover built to
protect themselves from the Sun and rain.

estocadazo
Tear lance.  Strike, injury or wound caused by the stoque, a type of sword.  Increased lunge. 

estocaje
Merchandise available or stored.  Elements that are part of the stock (elements, products or merchandise available for
use or trade).  . 

estocástico
It means relative to luck or chance.  Lucky, surprising.  In Mathematics Theory in process statistics.   

estocolmizar
It means inducing or promoting Stockholm Syndrome.  It is to make a person who is or was the victim of kidnapping,
especially if he is of a political nature, justifies the action taken, be benevolent with his captors or who begins to identify
and support his ideology.

estofado
Cerne cooked or cooked with vegetables.  Means stew, cooked, food dish, dish.

estofar
It means cooking meats and vegetables over a simmer.  Sancochar, Cook.  It can also mean embroidering and stuffing
something with cotton.  Decorate and style in wood.  In Spain, stove is heated in the stove.

estofas
It's the plural of kiln.  It means any kind of fabric of silk or wool.  By extension, class, classification, species or condition
of each person.  Variety, diversity.

estofona
Woman who likes style, weaving or clothing upholstery ( 41 silk fabrics; In some parts they say estofona to a room
where there are saunas.

estofón
Student dedicated to his study.  Concentrate, dedicated, applied, intellectual, nerd.  It is a term used by the Boricuas. 

estoica
The correct term is stoic.  A person who stays quiet or calm despite adversity.  It means calm, peaceful, serene. 



unmoved, immutable, firm, full, strong, rugged.

estolidez
It means stupidity, clumsiness, pendejada, idiocy, foolishness, sandez, nonsense, lovey-dovey, rubbish, donkey,
stupidity, ball around.

estolido
The correct term is stolid or stolid, always with tilde.  It means that it is clumsy or lacks good understanding (it is valid for
person or animal).  It manifests sulticia, stupidity, idiocy, clumsiness.  Silly, dumb, idiot.  It lacks intelligence.

estolker
estolker is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Stolker" being its meaning:<br>Stolker or Estolker is a person
who spy or stalk another person in a furtive way, to know their moves fully. Spy. It is not accepted by the SAR. Stolker is
also the name of a Dutch cyclist ( Michel ) he rushed back to Spain and won a stage in 1964.

estomacal
It means relative to the stomach.  Which belongs to the stomach.  It originates in the stomach. 

estomas
Technically they are two Occlusive cells that define the ostiolo (pore).  Pores in the leaves of plants, where breathing
(Exchange oxygen and carbon dioxide).  Nose of the plants.

estomatópodo
It is an order of marine animals, with shell.  Marine crustacean, such as the galley.  They abound in the Mediterranean. 

estonia
It is the name of a country located in Northern Europe, with coasts on the Baltic Sea.  Its capital is Tallinn.  It has a
mainland and about 2222 islands and islets.  It is part of the European Union. 

estopa
In Colombia means crude hemp fabric.  Common name for a plant also called jara, Cistus, creosote Bush, estepilla.  Its
scientific name Cistus albidus in the family Cistaceae.  Spanish music duo formed by brothers David and José Manuel
Muñoz.

estopar
In Marinería it is to fill with topa or crude fabric the joints of the timber of the boats. 

estoperol
In Colombia we say estoperol or cross out to a metal button.  Metal ornaments to be placed on jackets, pants, shoes
and even the upholstery of furniture.  Tack with large head.  Also sobn devices reflective shaped button placed on the
roads to mark them or to reduce speed.

estoposo
It has the appearance of the steppe.  It's rough, crude and ordinary.  Which is rough fabric.



estoque
It's a kind of narrow-bladed sword.

estoraque
The common name of a tree also known as istoraque .  Its scientific name is Styrax guianensis and belongs to the family
Styracaceae.  From it is extracted a widely used balm, which receives the same name or liquid snter.  Natural resin. 

estorbero
That does not work, the relegated, which causes or is a nuisance

estorbo
It is an inflection of clogging.  It means to annoy, bother, annoy, obstruct, lock.  In Colombia it is used synonymously with
obstacle, locks, brake, impairment, difficulty and discomfort.  Clog is anything that prevents an easy displacement.

estorboso
It means that it annoys, that it bothers and that it hinders. 

estordir
It means stun, leaving stunned with a Din.  Atolondrar, atarantar, confused, troubled.

estordir
It means stun, leaving stunned with a Din.  Atolondrar, atarantar, confused, troubled.

estoria
Estoria Estoria of Spain, is the name of a book of its kind initiated by Alfonso X.  The edition of Melendez Pidal is famous
and is known as first General Chronicle.  History.

estorninos
Plural of starling .  Name of some European migratory birds.  Its scientific name is Sturnus vulgaris and belongs to the
family Sturnidae.

estorreja
It is a Mexican dish of Spanish origin.  Also called torrejas.  They are slices toast to fire and which can be eaten with
sweet or salt.  They can be (marquesote) bread or Apple slices.

estovaína
In Medicine and Pharmacology it is the name of a drug used as an anesthetic in Ophthalmology.  It is a local anesthetic,
a synthetic alkaloid. 

estoy
It is an inflection of be. Used as auxiliary verb. Means exist, be, live, be, stay, found, stay, sit, fall.

estrabón



Name of a geographer and historian of Greek origin.  His main work was "Geography", in which he narrates and
describes his numerous travels.  He was born in Amasia. 

estrado
It is a site of importance or highlight where characters are in any event.  Tablado, laminate flooring, parquet, platform.

estrafalaria
In Colombia it means rare, strange, bizarre, bizarre, scruffy, ridiculous, scruffy, grotesque, eccentric.

estragado
It is an inflection of estragar.  In Colombia it means ahito, full, sated, empalagado.  You can also mean ruin, corrupt,
vitiate, corrupt.

estragao
Vulgarism for estragado, which means worn, aged, deteriorated.  In Colombia it can also mean ahito, full, with no desire
to eat more.  Annoyed with food. 

estrago
Damage of great proportions.  Severe harmful effect.  Destruction, ruin, damage, devastation tragedy, misfortune. 

estral
Time of zeal or ovulation of the females of all animals.  Time cycle suitable for copulation and conception between
animals.  Relative to the estro.

estrambã³tico
estramba³tico is incorrectly written, and should be written as Estrambotico.  being its meaning:<br>The correct term is
bizarre.  It means showy, flashy, rare, unpleasant, shocking.

estrambolico
The correct term is bizarre ( with tilde ). It means ridicule, quirky, scruffy, grotesque, comic, eccentric, quirky, rare,
striking. It can be that they wanted to ask for Estrombolico or better strombolico meaning like or similar to an Italian
bread filled with cheeses and meats, similar to a Croissant ( Stromboli ).

estrambolo
It is one of the names that receives a plant and its fruit.  In Colombia we also call it carambolo.  It is a shrub belonging to
the family Oxalidaceae.  It also receives other names, such as: bird, carambolera, torombolo, chiramelo, miramelo,
Chinese tamarind, tamarind culí.  Its scientific name is Averrhoa carambola.  It is an oval and starry fruit.  When cutting it
forms a perfect 5-pointed star.  It's very acidic and fibrous. 

estrambótico
In Colombia it means rare, strange, bizarre, quirky, ridiculous, scruffy, grotesque, eccentric.

estratagema
It is smart, skillful and deceitful action to try and beat the opponent.  Maneuvers to take advantage.  Military tactical



operation.  Trick, mana, tactics, technique, strategy, ruse, ruse, ruse, cunning.

estrategias de nairobi
It is a series of recommendations that were made in the world women's Conference in Nairobi 1985, to improve the daily
treatment to women, respecting their rights, but above all eliminating all kinds of customs that apply to you by their
status as women and be h umano.

estrato
You can have several meanings: layer of sediment, level or economic or social rank and a kind of cloud.  In Colombia
are charged differentially according to socioeconomic level public services.  Classification, category.

estratósfera
It is the name of one of the layers of the Earth's atmosphere.  They are located between the Mesosphere and the
Troposphere.  In the equatorial zone it extends between 20 and 50 kilometers in altitude and in it the temperature
decreases as the altitude increases. 

estravio
The correct term is lost, with x and tilde.  It is an inflection of lost or lost, it means lost, disorientated, mislead, confuse,
traspapelar, corrupt.

estrábico
Patient suffering from b hatrabism.  Bisco , person who has deviated views.  Chosco. 

estrecho
It means tight, narrow, tight, tight.  Geography is a narrow site between two seas, site where two strips of land are
separated by a thin strip of sea.

estregado
In Colombia it is an inflection of scrubbing.  It means scrubbing, rub, rub, rub, rub, raer, sanding, clean.

estregón
In Colombia it is each of the strong frictions or frictions that is given to clothes when washed. 

estrella michelin
It is a type of certification of excellent quality for a restaurant. 

estrellamiento
In Colombia, it is the same as shock or starry.

estrellita
It is a diminutive of star.  It is the name of a very old children's song (author Manuel M.  Ponce, Mexican, 1912).  It is the
common name of a garden, herbaceous plant that produces many flowers and assorted colors (scientific name Pentas
lanceolata of the Rubiaceae family).  There are two other plants with the same common name of estrellita: Eryngium
carlinae, of the family Apiaceae, which in Mexico say you Hedgehog.  It is a plant of arvense.  The other plant is the



Parietaria judaica of the Urticaceae family that grows in old walls.  Estrellita is also a woman's name.  Name of a
Mexican fighter, an actress and Spanish singer (Estrellita Castro).

estreñimiento
It is an intestinal condition, represented in the difficulty of having bowel movements.  Constipation.  The correct way to
write in Spanish.  is with s, the more clarified in several areas of Central America is used with x.

estrepa
It is a common name for several plants of the genus Cistus and the family Cistaceae.  They are also known as jars,
steppes, jaguars.

estrepitosa
It means that it causes noise, that causes a lot of noise, noisy, loud, strident.  It means very loud, bulky, thunderous. 

estrepitosas
It means they produce a lot of noise.  It means noisy, thunderous, bullosas.  It can also mean ostentatious, pompous or
exaggerated.  Plural of srausa .

estresarnos
Inflection or stress.  You mean fill yourself with stress.  Exhaustion or mental fatigue.  Worry, strive.

estrépido
The correct term is strep, with t instead of d .  It means loud and deafening noise or sound.  Rumble, noise, fuss.

estrépito
It means very loud noise.  Stampede, thunder, stropicium, roar, roar. 

estrés
It means tension, anxiety, nervousness, restlessness, exhaustion.  It is a mood that reflects nerves or exhaustion.

estribadura
Part of the Chair where are brackets.  Part of the mount where the brackets are set.  Be action.  Action to put the feet in
Stirrups rider.  A Stirrup belt to ammarra.

estribo
In Colombia Stirrup is the part of the saddle where the rider place your feet.  The brackets can be metal or leather.  "The
BRACKET" is the last beer that a rider is taken before starting your trip.  It is also the step or platform of a carriage.  In
anatomy stapes is a bone of the ear.  This great also called stapedius.  The Stirrup or stapedius is the smallest bone of
the human body.

estribor
Right side of a boat.  Right-handed. 



estribón
It is the name of a dam and a recreation park, located in Yahualica, Jalisco in Mexico.  It is also the name of a
zoocriadero of Bull Frog.

estricción
Engineering means shrink, constriction, a decrease or decline in the section of a body having a tractive effort. 
Narrowness.

estricnina
Strychnine is a poison of natural origin, extracted from plants of the genus Strychnos and the Longaniaceae family.  It is
used as a pesticide.

estricninas
Widely used to finish with pests, especially mice poison.

estricote
In Colombia and Venezuela it means disorder, chaos, jumble.  Lots of sloppy, messy stuff.  Deburring, anarchy,
disorganization.

estridente
It is a very loud, sharp and unpleasant type of sound.  Sound that affects the ears. 

estridor
Very loud and desgradable sound.  Shrill sound.  Squeak, squeak, squeak. 

estridular
It means to produce a shrill sound.  Generate a loud and very annoying noise.  Squeak, grind. 

estriduloso
It is the same as spasmodic.  It is a type of condition of the larynx, which manifests itself with coughing.  Stridor (noise)
is also generated to make inspiration.  Laryngitis with stridor, noises or esparmos.  Noisy breathing.

estripe
Striping inflection.  You can also use rip.  It means crushing, pricking, popping.  They may also be asking about estirpe,
which means ancestry, root, lineage, origin, cradle, alcurnia.

estriper
It is an Anglicism by stripper .  It means person who undresses, who does artistic nudes.  nudist. 

estriptista
Means that it gets naked and dances before an audience.  Woman dancing sensually stripped bare.  The word
estriptisera is most used in Colombia.  It comes from the words of the English Strip tease (tempt with naked).



estro
It is the time of zeal, ovulation or mating in animals.  Female zeal or ovulation cycle.  Estral cycle.

estrofa
In Literature it is a set of verses that are subjected to a measure and a rhyme.  It is each of the parts of a poem,
composed of several verses.

estrolear
Estrolear or trolear is a mock, mock, prate is, laughing.  Ridicule, joking and disrespect.

estrolín
In Colombia is a vulgar way of referring to the virile member.  Penis, phallus.  They are equally vulgar use chimbo, Dick
monda.

estropajo
Natural cellulose sponge, which is used to scrub junk in the kitchen.  It is obtained by removing the soft part of a variety
of cucumber.  Its scientific name is Luffa aegyptiaca and it belongs to the Cucurbitaceae family.  The term is also used
to designate a vile and despicable person. 

estropeadas
Plural of spoiled, which is an inflection to spoil.  It means damaged, damaged, battered, damaged, damaged, bad.  In
Colombia it can also mean exhausted or tired.

estros
Muses.  Periods of lucidity or inspiration that artists have.  stimuli. 

estróbilo
It's another way of calling a special type of fruit from coniferous plants.  They are also called cone, arcéstide or
pineapple.

estróbilos
In Botany is the kind of cone type leathery cone or pineapple-shaped, that dries opens a few bracts to release the
seeds.  It is the typical fruit of coniferous plants, also called pine.

estruario
The correct term is estuary.  It is a place where they mix sea and freshwater by action of the tides.  They are usually
located at the mouth of rivers or in the vicinity of coastal marshes.  They are very rich in biodiversity by the abundance of
nutrients and foods.  They are shallow.  Marshes.  Mangrove.

estructurado
It has strong fundamentals, which has good structure or willingness.  Mean mean ordered, organized, armed, built,
configured.  Prepared.

estruendo



Very loud noise.  Thunder, boom, bang.

estruendoso
Means to cause DIN, causing noise, loud, crashing, strident.

estrujar
In Colombia it means squeezing, compressing, squeezing, bruising.  The term squeeze is also used, which means to
condense several people in a reduced place in such a way that they can hardly move. 

estrupicio
The correct term is battering.  It means chaos, disorder, destruction and damage.  Quebrazon of things with loud noise. 
Destruction of things with DIN.

estuardo
Name of a Scottish Dynasty, which ruled in Scotland and England.  Surname Scottish Noble .  The first to use it was
Gualterio. 

estube
The correct term is I was, with v.  It's a turning-up to living.  It means living, settling, existing, staying, residing, dwelling.

estudiosa
Woman dedicated to study.  Intellectual, applied, concentrated, stophony. 

estudioso
In Colombia it means dedicated to the study, applied, concentrated, intellectual, sneer, nerd. 

estufa
It is a bit, furniture or appliance that is in the kitchen and used to cook food.  Heater, stove, stove, fireplace, estufilla,
kitchen, stove, Brazier, candela.

estulticia
It means stupidity, clumsiness, pendejada, idiocy, foolishness, sandez, nonsense, lovey-dovey, rubbish, donkey,
estolidez, ball around.

estulticia estolidez
They are two synonymous with stupidity, clumsiness, pendejada, idiocy, foolishness, sandez, nonsense, lovey-dovey,
rubbish, donkey, stupidity, ball around.  They are terms used in Chile.

estulto
It means that it is clumsy or lacks good understanding (it is valid for person or animal).  It manifests sulticia, stupidity,
idiocy, clumsiness.  Silly, dumb, idiot.  It lacks intelligence.

estupa



In Architecture is a type of temple, kiosk or gazebo.  It is a small structure that consists of ceiling, supports and no walls. 
They are built mostly for religious purposes and are very typical of the Buddhist religion.   It is usually circular and
vaulted.

estupefacta
He couldn't react.  He was stunned.  It means astonished, surprised, dull, dazed, lethargous, mudorated, insensitive. 
Quiet, petrified. 

estupefacto
You want to say astonished, stunned, turulato, atontado, lelo, surprised, astonished, turuleto.

estupideces
What the stupid does.  Plural of stupidity.  It means nonsense, stupidity, clumsiness, estolideces, Estulticias.  Actions or
thoughts that go against logic or intelligence.   Absurd things.

estupidez
Characteristic of the stupid.  It means idiocy, clumsiness, nonsense, Estolidez, Estulticia.  Action that is performed
contrary to the logical or intelligent.  Brutality.

estupor
It affects the senses.  It means he can't react.  It's a lethargic state of mind.  Astonishment.  It means bottling, stun,
lethargy, moder, insensitivity. 

estupro
In Colombia is a crime.  Carnal access with hoax on a teenage person.  Desecration abuse, rape, defilement,
perversion.

esturpo
The correct term is stupro.  In Colombia it is a crime.  Carnal access with deception in a teenage person.  Desecration
abuse, rape, deflowering, perversion. 

estúpido
It means that it is clumsy or lacks good understanding (it is valid for person or animal).  It manifests sulticia, stupidity,
idiocy, clumsiness.  Silly, dumb, idiot.  It lacks intelligence.

esu
It is the acronym for a company in Medellín.  It means urban security company.  In Yoruba mythology is a deity, which is
also known as Eshu, Exu.  Orisha of the group of Warriors.

esvalotar el galliner
It is an expression of Catalan, similar to that used in Colombia "disturb the hornet's nest".  It means arming the
discussion, cause confusion, generate discontent, provoke, disturb, shake the environment.  Assemble the despelote.

eszett



In German s sharp or sharp.  It is the name of an exclusive letter of the German alphabet.  It is clarified that it is neither
Latin B nor the Greek Beta.  It is replaced by the double s(ss), although the Germans continue to use it. 

etamina
It is a type of thick yarn fabric with a rustic appearance.  It is also called worsted.   wool or worsted woven fabric. 

etanim
Among the Jewish community, it is the name of the seventh month.  It is the name of the brightest star in the Draco or
Dragon Constellation.  The word is of Arabic origin and means Serpent.  It is also called Etamin.  Other names by which
he identifies are: Ettanin, Etannin and Etamin.  

etcétera
It is a Word from the latin meaning and others, and still others, there is more.

etcho
It is one of the common names of a cactus (cactus) in Mexico.  Its scientific name is Pachycereus pecten-aboriginum of
the family Cactaceae.  It is edible and with several sweet, meals are prepared and has medicinal uses.  It is also called
cardon, kardum, echo, made.

etelvina
The correct term is Etelvina.  It is a proper name of woman, is of Germanic origin and means that it is true and noble.

etesio
Dry wind coming from the North of the Aegean Sea.  Meltemi or Meltem .  Dry summer winds in Greece.  Dangerous to
navigate and encourages forest fires. 

etéreo
You want to say that it lacks consistency, which is invisible, which is believed to exist but that you cannot see or touch. 
Immaterial, intangible, incorporeal, subtle, vaporous, volatile, unreal.  Pure, pristine, sublime, heavenly, immaculate.

etimologia de aparcar
Parking is an anglicism that was accepted as locating a vehicle ( any class ) or transporter, parked in an area willing to
do so. Located in a park. Park. Park. You might think remotely in Parricus ( poultry in latin ) perhaps the origin of parc in
French and later English park.

etimología de amigo
The word itself is derived from Latin, amicus, amicitia or amicitas. There is no need to split it to discover its meaning.

etiopatogenia
In Medicine is the study or analysis of the origin and behaviors of a disease, i.e. the symptoms or discomforts it
generates in the patient, as well as its cause or origin. 

etiqueta
It means brand, marquilla, sign, seal, marbete.  It can also be the way to do things correctly and to the liking of others. 



Ritual or protocol in the styles, customs and uses accepted in solemn acts. 

etíope
It means that he is a native of Ethiopia.  Concerning Ethiopia . 

etna
It is the name of an active volcano on the island of Sicily (Italy).  It was the name of two Greek ancient cities on the
island of Sicily (also called Catana and Inesa).  It is the name of several towns in the United States (States of California,
Wyoming, Pennsylvania, Maine and Ohio).  It is also the acronym of École des Technologies Numériques Appliquées
(School of numerical technologies applied - a school of engineering in France), Ivry-sur-Seine.  The same as Edna or
Rebecca is also used as a woman's name.  It is of Hebrew origin and means pleasure, fun and joy.

etnarca
A character that governs or directs an ethnicity, people or community.  Leader of an étnia, community, tribe or people. 
Political position, head of a group or grouping, collectivity.

etnia
It means people, a group of people who have the same race, culture and language.  In Greek it means people, nation.

etnometodología
It is a form of methodology taking into account the traditions and the culture of an ethnic group or ethnicity.  The
ethnomethodology respect their ancestral traditions of peoples to study.

etogenico
The proper term is etogenico, with tilde.  It is an anthropological feature that determines the cause by which it originates
a quality, custom and cultural habit of humans.

etoico
The correct term is stoic.   It means he's acting with stoicism.  Who possesses much strength and dominion over himself
before the misfortunes, which he endures, which he bears.

etología
It is the science that studies behavior whether human or animal, within its environment or natural habitat. 

etologos
The correct term is ethologists. It is the plural of an ethologist.  It is the professional of biology who specializes in
ethology, which is the branch of biology that studies the behavior of animals in their natural environment.

etomologia
The correct term is etymology.  Means source and origin of the words, as they are formed, which are rooted.

etopeya
It is a short description of the Customs and habits of a person.  Biography, biographical sketch.



etra
Name of an asteroid (132).  In Greek mythology it was a Titanid.  She was also called Tea, Teia or Theia.  With
Hyperion she was the mother of Selene.  In many texts she is listed as the daughter of Pytheus, King of Trecen and as
the mother of Theseus (with Aegeus).  It means luminous sky. 

etringita
It is a mineral considered to be specifically an aluminosulfonato of calcium (with aluminium and calcium sulfate), which
moisturize foma cement.  It also means born or resident in the city of Ettringen in Rhineland, Germany.  Etringenita.

etrusco
It means a native, resident, or related to Etruria.  Etruria was an ancient region in the Centre of Italy.  It was also called
Thyrrenia or tirrenia.  Tirreno.  It includes what is now approximately Tuscany, Lazio and Umbria.  Name of an ancient
people that inhabited the Centre of Italy.  Etruria is also the name of an Argentine town in the province of Córdoba and a
town in Staffordshire, England, famous for its handicrafts.

etsy
It is a colloquial deformation in Ecuador of Etsa, saying Etsy, Etsie or Etsi ( to give Nessie similarity in England and Yeti
in the Himalayas ). ETSA is the name of a legendary monster, also called Iwia is eating all the animals of the jungle (
Tradition indigenous Shuar ). Etsy is also a woman's name, variant of Betsy, ginger, which means " bringing joy " and it
is derived from Latin.

etxatze
It is not the Spanish language but the Basque Word and means farm, Orchard, solar, back of the House.

euarcontos
It means true ancestor.  It is the name of a large-order or clade of placental mammals, primary ancestors, among other
ancestral mammals, of the current primates.

eucaristía
In religious rite or Religion Catholic communion, occupation, mass, sacrament established by Jesus Christ at the last
supper.  Part of the mass in which Holy Communion is offered.

eucharis
In botany it is a genus of plant in family Amaryllidadceae.  In ancient Greek they mean true grace or true grace.  It
originated the feminine name of Eucaris.  In astronomy it is the name of an asteroid 181.  She was a character of Greek
mythology: she was a nymph servant of Calypso and with whom Telemachus fell in love. 

eudaimonia
In Greek language means Bliss, happiness.

eudaimonía
It is a term used in Ethics and Philosophy.  It translates happiness, well-being, satisfaction, good life.  This is the name
given to the state of satisfaction generally due to the situation of one's moment in life. 

eudora



It is a name of Greek origin woman.  It is the female variant of the name of male Eudoro, who was one of the leaders of
the army of Achilles in the Trojan war.  The name means kindly, generous.  Eudora is also the name of 2 cities in the
United States, one in the State of kansas and another in the State of Arkansas and the three counties (Kansas,
Mississippi and Missouri).  It is also the name of a star in the constellation of Taurus.

eudoxo
The correct term is Eudoxus or Eudoxus of Cnidus.  Was a philosopher, mathematician, physician and astronomer of
the ancient Greece, disciple of Plato.  He was born at Cnidus, which today belongs to Turkey.

eufemismo
It means rodeo, indirect, ambiguity, tapujo, disguise.  Something that is said but not clearly.  I'm embossing. 

eufonía
It refers to talk nice and entertaining.  To the sound of a language.  Good sound.

euforizantes
The general euphoria products, this kind of stimulants are usually opioids. Legal euphoric are prescription drugs and act
in the brain pleasure centers. They must be controlled because they can be used illegally.

eufónica
It means melodious, pleasant, harmonic, entertaining.  It has nice or melodious sounds. 

eufórica
He has euphoria, which engrows his joy.  Cheerful, exalted, lively, excited, optimistic. 

eufrates
The correct term is Euphrates.  River that sets the boundary West of Mesopotamia.  The eastern boundary is the River
Tigris.  Born in Turkey, and empties into the Persian Gulf.

eufrosina
It is a woman's name of Greek origin and means joy, joy.  In Greek mythology it was the name of one of the Carités,
daughter of Zeus and Eurynome.  It was also called Euphrosine or Euphrosyne.  Name of an asteroid . 

eugenesia
It is the application of the biological laws of inheritance for the improvement of the human species. 

eugenésica
Relative to eugenics.  That relates to the perfection of the human race. 

eugenia
It is a name of woman of Greek origin and means of good lineage, of noble cradle, of good origin, well born.  Name of an
asteroid .  In botany it is the name of a genus of plants in the family Myrtaceae.  They are from the tropics and there are
almost 1000 species.  In Colombia name of a tree, also called cocoon. 



eugenisis
It is a word from the ancient Greek language meaning good creation.  It is the name of one of the asteroids (743).  It was
discovered in 1913. 

eugénico
It means he's a supporter of eugenics, .  It agrees with good origin or being well related or genetically related.  It is a
social philosophy that aims to improve the hereditary traits of humans through genetic manipulation and selective
methods.  Some proposed social hygiene and even genocide.  It can also mean relative to Eugenio.

euglena
It is the name of a genus of beings from the Protist Kingdom.  They are algae or unicellular protozoa.  Ethiologically it is
formed with the Greek elements eu means good, optimal and glene means pupil or eyeball. 

eulalia
It is a woman's name, it is of Greek origin.  It means good speaker, good speech.

eulices
It can also be Eulses or Ulysses.  It is a male name of Greek origin.  It means the one who dismayed his grandfather at
birth.

euménide
In Ancient Greece was the embodiment of revenge.  They were also called Erinias and for the ancient Roman Furies.

eunectes
It is the name of a genus of anacondas or güios that are large aquatic and non-venomous constrictor snakes.  They
belong to the family Boidae.  The word eunectes, is formed of two roots: the Latin root eu which means good, skillful and
the Greek root nectes which means to swim, to move in the water: that is, that eunectes means, good to swim, skillful to
move in the water. 

eunike
Eunike, Euniké or Eunice was one of the Nereids in Greek mythology.  In Ancient Greek it means easy victory.  She was
the daughter of Nereus, the kindly king Marinus and Doris, the Oceanid of beautiful hair.  Name of an asteroid 185 . 

eunomia
In Greek mythology, it was one of The Hours.  She was the daughter of Themis and Zeus.  It was called The Good Law,
which for the Romans was Discipline (also social order).  Goddess of Law and Legislation.  Eunomia is used as a
woman's given name.  Name of an asteroid ( 15 ) . 

euphemia
Euphemia is the English version of the name in Spanish Eufemia.  It is a name of woman of Greek origin and means
that speaks well.

euphractus sexcinctus
It means well-protected six-stripe animal.  It's the scientific name of an animal in the armadillo family.  It is known as ttoú
poyú, hairy tatú, peji, armadillo armadillo or gualaclate.  It belongs to the Chlamyphoridae family.  It is found only in the



Gran Chaco region of South America, although an isolated population was found in Suriname.

eupneica normocoloreada
They're medical terms.  It means that in relation to breathing, it is normal and has normal colors (on the face or lips).

euridice
Eurydice is also valid.  It is the name of several characters in Greek mythology.  Name of a nymph in Thrace who was
the wife of Orpheus.  Eurydike of Thebes was the mother-in-law of Hercules, wife of King Creon, and mother of Megara. 
Eurydike of Argos was the daughter of Lacedaemon and Sparta.  Wife of Acrisius the king of Argos and mother of
Danae.  Name of a daughter of King Pelios of Iolcus.  Name of one of the Nereids.  Name of Nestor's wife, who was the
daughter of King Clymenus.  There were also Eurydike of Nemea, Pylos, Troy, and Mycenae.  There were at least four
or five other characters with that name.  Name of an asteroid (75).  It means woman with beautiful cheeks. 

eurinome
In Greek mythology it is the name of numerous characters.  Eurynome is also used.  Name of one of the Oceans .  She
was the wife of Ofion, one of the Titans.  With Zeus she was the mother of The Three Graces or Carites.  It was one of
the ways to call Artemis or Delia, goddess of hunting, wildlife and virginity.  Name of the wife of the last king of Attica,
Codro.  She was the daughter of Doriclo de Lemnos.  Name of a daughter of Afito, the famous archer and wife of Tálao,
the king of Argos and were the fathers of Adrasto.  Name of daughter of Niso, king of Megara.  She was Glauco's wife, a
sea monster.  With Poseidon, she was Belerofonte's mother.  Name given to the Princess of Death, also known as
Kabus.  Outside of the above characters, there was also a Nymph, daughter of King Arcamo of Persia, a servant of
Odysseus and the wife of King Licurgo of Arcadia. 

euritmia
It means that it maintains regularity, that it keeps pace, that the rhythm is equal.  It is synonymous with harmony,
balance, messura.  correspondence, proportion.

euríale
euryale is incorrectly written, and should be written as Euryale.  being its meaning: was the name of the largest of the
Gorgons, daughter of Phorcys and Ceto.  It is characterized by their good deeds.

eurítmica
It means harmonious, balanced, proportionate, resured, corresponding. 

eurofilia
Attraction, appreciation or attraction for Europeans or the European.  Attraction to European cultures or customs.

europa
In Greek mythology, the name of a Phoenician princess kidnapped by Zeus.  She was the daughter of Ajenor y
Telefasa.  Mother of the Danaides, with Danaao.  Name of a daughter of Ticio, who with Poseidon was the mother of
Euphemus.  Name of one of the Oceans .  Name of a Jupiter Satellite and an Asteroid.  Name of a Roman Province in
the time of Dioclesian.  Name of one of the continents.  Name of an Island between Madagascar and Mozambique in the
Indian Ocean. Name of a tip or cape near Cadiz in Spain.    Name of mountain peaks in northern Spain in the
Cantabrian Mountain Range. 

europa occidental



Western Europe is a way of referring to the European countries that were not part of the iron curtain or countries
dominated by the former Soviet Union. European Member countries of NATO.

euryanthe
It is the name of a German Opera with music by Carl María von Weber and Hermina von Chézy librettos.  The name is
due to the Princess Eriant de Saboya.

eurydike
Eurydice is also valid.  It is the name of several characters from Greek mythology.  Name of a Nymphe in Thrace who
was Orpheus' wife.  Euridike of Thebes, was the mother-in-law of Hercules, wife of King Creon and mother of Mégara. 
Euridike of Argos was the daughter of Lacedemón and Sparta.  Wife of Acrisius the king of Argos and mother of Dánae. 
Name of a daughter of King Pelios of Yolco.  Name of one of the Nereidas .  Name of Nestor's wife, who was king
Climeno's daughter.  There was also Eurídike of Nemea, Pilos, Troy and Mycenae.  There were at least four or five other
characters with that name. 

eurynome
It is the name of several characters from Greek mythology.  Name of the mother of "The Three Graces" (The Three
Carites), with Zeus.  She was one of the Oceanoids, daughter of Ocean and Tethys.  They also called artemis de
Figalia, Eurynome, Artemis or Delia.  Name of a daughter of Doriclo de Lemnos.  She was the wife of Codros, the last
King of Attica.  Name of Glauco's wife, a son of Poseidon.  With Poseidon she was the mother of Belerofonte.  She was
the daughter of Niso, a king of Megara.  Name of the wife of Tálao, king of Argos and mother of Adrasto, who was also
King of Argos.  She was the daughter of Ampho, a famous archer.  There are at least five other eurynome calls,
including a maid from Odieseo, a nymph daughter of Arcamo, Orion's wife and Uranus' mother and Licurgo's wife a King
of Arcadia.  Another of the names of Kabus, the princess of Death, a demonic mythological being.  Name of an asteroid. 

euskadi kasko
They are not the words of the Spanish language. They are two terms of the Basque language. Basque country means a
country and town ( instead of Kasko ) want to tell people.

euskarrikasko
euskarrikasko is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Eskerrik Asko" being its meaning:<br>It is not a term of the
Spanish language. It is a term of the Basque language, better written as Eskerrik asko. You want to say thank you.

eusquera
The correct term is Basque.  It is the official name in the language of the Basque language or vascuense.  Basque,
vascuense.  Basque does not exist and should not exist.

eustefia
It is a common of a kind of lily of the Andes name.  It is the muteness of a genus of plants in the family Amaryllidaceae. 
The technical term is Eustephia.  They are similar to the lilies and lilies.  Bulbous plant in South America.

eustrés
In Medicine and Psychology is a state of joy, joy or strong pleasure.  Positive stress.  It generates satisfaction,
enjoyment and vital energy.  It is the product of relaxation.

euterpe



In Greek mythology, muse of music and especially of the art of playing the flute.  She was the daughter of Zeus and
Mnemosine.  Name of woman of Greek origin meaning the most harmonious.  Name of an asteroid.  In Botany it is the
name of a genus of palm trees.  It belongs to the family Arecaceae.  Gender of American palm trees. 

eutrofia
Eutrophication is incorrectly written, and should be written as eutrophication.  being its meaning:<br>The correct term is
eutrophication.  It is a State of development of a medium or environment, represented by a very good nutrition to such
an extent, that the excess becomes harmful to species by lack of oxygen.  It is so good nutritional status that exceeds
the requirements.  The eutrophication finally alters the quality of the water.  It can be considered as obesity or
overweight from an aquatic environment.

eutsi goiari
They are not terms of the Spanish language.  They are Basque terms that mean staying abreast.

euxenita
A supporter or adept at Heraclea Euxeno, a philosopher of the 1st century Greek.  A person who follows the doctrines or
teachings of Euxeno.  Apollonius of Tianes was a euxenite recognized in ancient times.

eva
According to the Holy Bible, the name of the first woman.  Name of woman of biblical origin meaning the one who gives
life.  Colloquially female.  In Astronautics it is short for ExtraVehicular Activity, which in English means extravehicular
activity, and which is the way to technically call an astronaut's spacewalk.  Name of an asteroid that was discovered by
Paul Pierre Henry. 

evangelio
It means good news.  It is the narrative of the life, works and doctrines taught by Jesus, according to the Christian faith.

evangelístico
It means that it belongs or relates to the Gospel or the process of evangelization.  Related to the Gospel, the word of
God.  Related to the preaching of the Gospel or the content thereof.

evaporacion
It is a physical process, in which a liquid substance that is subjected to heat is converted into gas or steam.

evaristo
It is a name of a male of Greek origin and means that stands out among the best, good among the good, pleasant,
accommodating.

evádete
Inflection to evade or evade .  It means running away, running away, running away.  Get away, run away, get away.

eve
Eve is a video game, in which you can pilot spaceships.  It's a woman's name in English, which means Eva.  It can also
be Evelia or Evelyn's apocope.  The stage name of a rap singer and actress, whose full name is Eve Jihan Jeffers.



evelyn
It is a woman's name meaning that provides food.  Variant of Evelina.  Of English origin.

eventero
Person who encouraged or likes to attend events.

eventual
It means that it happens occasionally or unexpectedly.  That happens rarely or rarely.  Fortuitous , unexpected ,
accidental , casual , occasional , unforeseen , sporadic . 

ever after high
Always after...

evergreen
It is a term in English meaning evergreen leaves, always green or pretty leaves.  It is the name of an ornamental
foliage-only plant. 

evertoniana
Concerning Everton.  It may refer to the football team of the English city of Liverpool (Merseyside County) or a District of
that same city.  It also means originally from Everton, born in Everton.  It is clarified that in the United States there are
two villages called Everton (Missouri, Arkansas) and in England there are three locations with that name (Bedfordshire,
Hampshire and Nottinghamshire Counties).  There are football teams called Everton in Chile, Argentina and Colombia. 
Everton is also the name of a Brazilian footballer who plays for Heracles of the Netherlands.  Its full name is Everton
Ramos da Silva . 

evertoniano
It means everton.  It may refer to the Chilean football club, based in Viña del Mar or the English football club of the city
of Liverpool. 

evidente
It means it leaves no doubt.  It is very clear, obvious, palpable, undeniable, tangible.

evidentemente
It means clearly, without a doubt, clearly.  Certainly.  Obviously, in a palpable, positive, undeniable, undoubted way.  No
grounds or reasons to argue or doubt . 

evocar
Bring to mind pleasant memories.  It means remember, Miss, recall, relive.

evocarte
It is an inflection of evoke.  It means remember, invoke, call, recall, relive, review.

evoe
It is one of the common names given in Central America and Colombia to the Dipterys tree of the family Fabaceae



panamensis.  Also referred to as tonga, tonka, baru, cumaru.  Evoè tree reaches up to 60 meters high and is typical of
very humid climates.

ex alumno
Alumnus is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Alumnus" being its meaning:<br>Past student or already out of
the educational establishment.  Graduate, graduate, retired.

ex convicto
Person who was convicted, was in jail but has already served his sentence.  Ex-prisoner or ex-prisoner. 

ex director
The person who held the position of Director and ceased to be so. Former Director who was already replaced.

ex presidente
former President is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Former President" being its meaning:<br>President
who ceased to exercise their functions. The President ended his period of rule.

ex professo
The correct term is deliberate.  It is a Latin phrase which means deliberately, intentionally, by the way, deliberately,
expressly, express, premeditatedly, only.

ex-señorita
Woman who lost the quality of Miss.  Ex-Reina of beauty.  Queen of previous years and that already handed the scepter
to her successor.  Queen or representative to a reign that declines to his candidacy.  Young woman, which stopped
being a virgin or that is recently married.  Newly married.

exacerbar
It means to irritate, to enchant, to cause great anger.  Anger, irritate, anger, anger, exasperate. 

exacto
It means fair, precise, strict, punctual, full.  It can also mean complimenter, thorough. 

exactos
It can mean identical, equal.  Plural of exact, which means equal, identical, fair, accurate, strict, punctual, cabal.  It can
also mean compliments, thorough.  They have the same characteristics. 

exagregado
Person who held the title or position of aggregate, but who was relieved and no longer exercises it. 

exalcalde
It means official that in a past time he served as mayor, who is no longer mayor.  Mayor a long time ago, from a previous
period.



exalero
It means he was eaves and he's no longer an either or he stopped doing it because he was retired.  A basketball player
or other collective sport (football, volleyball or hockey) is told that he is characterized by playing by bands or sides. 

exaltaciones
You proclaim or live that are made by someone or in favor of someone.  Cheering.

exalumnos
It is the term used to refer to students who have graduated from an educational institution. Used to refer to students of a
faculty that have graduated or moved to another institution. They were students and ceased to be so.

exangüe
Want to say that this completely weakened, lacking of forces.  Weak, depleted, exhausted, desmadejado, Lich,
perishing, knocked out, passed out, dizzy.  Without blood, without force, Bled, anemic.

exaspera
It is inflection of exasperation.  It means to irritate, to anger, to cause great anger.  Anger, irritates, angers, enrages,
exasperates. 

exasperar
It means to irritate, to anger, to cause great anger.  Anger, irritate, anger, anger, exacerbate. 

exánime
That lacks encouragement.  It means that it is totally weakened, that it lacks strength.  Weak, exhausted, exhausted,
unkemmed, exanguished, fainted, knocked out, fainted, dizzy.  No blood, no strength, bleeding, anemic. 

excandidata
It means that she was a candidate and is no longer a candidate, either because she was not elected, because she has
already spent her time of reign or representation, or because she has already succeeded or replaced a new one.  In
Colombia, it means that she was a queen, who represented an apartment in previous years. 

excedido
It's a bend to exceed.  It means exceeding a limit.  It means overcoming, surpassing, outdo, leftover, passing.

excelcitud
It's the quality of hiss.  It has great category, of great quality or great dignity.  Highness or high quality, excellence. 

excelsior
It is a word in the English language, which means straw, straw wood, chip packing.  .

excelsius
Lujo is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Xcelsius." being its meaning:<br>The correct way to write it is
Xcelsius. It is a computer program which facilitates the elaboration of pictures and logging with the information supplied.
It is a name or code that developers were appointed to him.



excelso
It means excellent, optimal, magnificent, excellent, unbeatable.  Which is the best, which is of superior quality. 
Exquisite, exceptional, pure. 

excento
The correct term is free, without the c.  To say that is not obliged to comply.  It means that it is an exception to comply
with a tax, a duty or a term, such as a situation or special status.

exceresis
exceresis is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Removal" being its meaning:<br>The correct term is excised.
In medicine, removal is the removal of a tissue or a non-vital organ.

excesivas
Plural of excessive .  It means too many, that there are too many, unmeasures, exaggerated, huge, large.  They exceed
or spare.

exceso
Excess, surplus, surplus, surplus, also means to say abuse, exaggeration, debauchery.

excéntrica
It means original, unusual, unusual, peculiar, rare, bizarre, crazy, bizarre, striking.  Of unusual or strange behavior.  It
also means that it does not coincide with the Center or hub.  That it comes out normal.

excéntrico
It means that it leaves than normal, which is outside the Center or hub.  a person of odd or unusual behavior.  Weird,
strange, unusual, bizarre, peculiar, unusual.

exclusiones
Plural exclusion .  Means action or exclude effect that means delete , discard , discard , delete .  It also means to set
aside, discriminate, except, reject, separate. 

excolonia
It means that before it was a colony of a kingdom or an empire.  Territory that was previously part of an empire and is
now free or independent.

excrementos
It is the plural of excrement.  Waste expelled after digestion.  Mean fecal matter, manure, feces, poop, poop, shit, debris,
dung.

excresion
The correct term is excretion, with c and tilde.  Action or effect of excrete.  It means throwing wastes, expel waste from
the body.  Stool, excrement, outfall fans.

excresion



The correct term is excretion, with c and tilde.  Action or effect of excrete.  It means throwing wastes, expel waste from
the body.  Stool, excrement, outfall fans.

exculpación
Action and effect of complaints.  You want to say sorry, free of charges, exempting from guilt.

excusa
It is an apology that is presented to justify any breach.  Pretext, evasive, justification, excuse, apology, Disclaimer,
subterfuge.

excusado
Inflection to excuse, which means to forgive, to apologise, to defend.  Dependence on the home intended to perform
physiological needs such as urinating and defecating.  In Colombia it is still used and is synonymous with water, toilet,
bathroom, toilet, toilet, toilet, toilet, sink, toilet. 

execrable
It means abominable, horrible, terrible, disgusting, scary, hateful, tenacious, reprehensible.

exequias
In Colombia is synonymous with burial, funeral, funeral, burial and funeral.

exeresis
The correct term is excision, always with tilde .  It is a medical term that designates a surgical procedure to correct and
remove a lesion, to remove a foreign body, an organ or a tumor.  Ablation, removal. 

exespía
A person who was a spy and is no longer a spy.  Retired spy. 

exesposo
Ex, ex-marido.  Divorced man, separated man, regarding his ex-wife or ex-wife.  That he was a husband.  and it's not
anymore. 

exégesis
It means commentary, storytelling, storytelling, interpretation, explanation.  Description of a literary work. 

exfoliarse
It is a cosmetic practice consisting in removing dead cells from the skin, through friction or rubbing.  It is somewhat
similar to scarify.

exfutbolista
It means retired footballer.  It usually refers to that professional footballer who has stopped playing the sport as a
profession.  He is no longer part of a professional or league team.  It can also be a footballer who can no longer play for
the effects of a serious injury.  Footballer, who can no longer practice his sport or who changed his profession. 
Footballer now deceased.



exhalación
It is the action or effect of exhalating.  It means ejecting, throwing, throwing, throwing.  Throwing or expelling air from the
lungs.  In Colombia it is used as a synonym for very fast, fast, pressing, dizzying, fast.  Shooting star or meteorite.

exhalar
It means to expel , to throw, to dribble, to throw.  Blowing air out of the lungs .  In Colombia it is used as a synonym for
going very fast, fast, hurried, vertiginous, fast. 

exhausta
It means tired, exhausted, faint.  It means that it is totally weakened, that it lacks strength.  Weak, exhausted,
desmadejada, exanimate, fainted, knocked out, fainted, dizzy, tired, exhausted. 

exhausto
It means that it has no forces.  even fainted, exhausted, tired, exhausted, tired, bloodless.

exhibirse
You mean show yourself.

exhortar
It means stimulate, encourage, aupar.  Give encouragement.  Make reasons to stimulate or encourage.  In Colombia :
give coba . 

exhuberante
The correct term is lush means fertile luxuriant, prodigal, copious, rich, opulent, abundant, profuse.

exigir
It means claim, Sue, cry out, impose, send, order, require, need, ask.

exigua
It means little, short, reduced, lacking, missing, insufficient, poor, small, petty.

exiguo
It means very little, small, petty little, insufficient, lacking.  small.

eximido
It's a deflection to exempt.  It means that he was forgiven, excepted, dispensed.  That you should not comply with
something that was ordered to others.  It also means excluded, pardoned, excused, redeemed, exonerated, released.

eximio
It means that it excels, eminent, excellent, optimal, top, egregious, exalted, illustrious, remarkable, prestigious,
important.

eximir



It means that you must not fulfill something that is required of everyone else.  It means exonerating, delivering, forgiving,
pardoning, dispensing, excusing, except.

exintendente
It means he held the position of mayor and no longer exercises it.  In Colombia it was the one who ruled a
quartermastership, which was a second-degree territorial division.  Now there are only departments and their regent is
the governor.  Currently mayor is the name given to a lower-ranking police agent. 

exitazo
Great success .  A disproportionate and perhaps unexpected success.  Superior than normal success, of large
proportions or dimensions.  Hit. 

exito
success is incorrectly written and should be written as success.  being its meaning:<br>In Colombia is the name of a
large economic group, large chains of stores that already even has offices or subsidiaries in several countries in South
America.

exitoso
It means that he succeeds, that he succeeds, that he is a winner.  Victorious, laureate, famous.  Winner.

exjefe
It means he stopped being boss.  He was boss, no longer is and was replaced by another. 

exmaest ro
The correct term would be exmaestro.  It means teaching that does not already exercise.  I personally think that a
master ceases to be so, as it will always be trying to teach something, has thus granted.

exministro
Minister derivative. Former Minister or former Minister, it means that an official or political authority in the capacity as
Minister, left his duties and has been relieved. It is also used in religious positions. It is equivalent in Mexico for the posts
of Secretaries of State.

exmujer
It means that she was a woman and she is no longer a woman.  It can refer to the fact that she was a wife before and is
no longer a wife or also to the fact that she was a woman and is no longer because of gender change. 

exnovio
Young ended the affair with the girl.  It was boyfriend and already it is not.  Ex.  Exprometido.  We can say that a spouse
becomes an ex-boyfriend.

exo esqueleto
Exo skeleton is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Exoskeleton" being its meaning:<br>The correct term is
exoskeleton. Used in biology especially. It means the living organism does not have their skeleton internally, overlying
tissue that has externally by way of shell. This usually occurs in arthropods and insects. Many must have seedlings or
Ecdysis to improve its strength. In slang military exoskeleton is a special additional protective suits to be used at times of



high confrontation.

exobiología
Science that studies the life forms of planets other than Earth. 

exoceto
It means fish with very developed pectoral fins.  It means he's lying out.  Fish that can fly.  Flying fish.  Its scientific name
is Exocoetus volitans and belongs to the family Exocoetidae.  It belongs to the Family Exocoetidae.

exofagia
In Medical language and especially Infectology, it refers to the tendency of mosquitoes to feed outdoors.  It is the
opposite of endophagy.  In terms of anthropology it would be equivalent to committing anthropophagy with members of
different tribes (eating people from other tribes). 

exofágico
Relative to exophagy, which means feeding outside.  It means that they bite outside the rooms or residence, to feed.  In
terms of Public Health, it refers to mosquitoes that bite people outside their homes.  It is the opposite of endophagic,
which means that it feeds inside houses or rooms. 

exofilico
The correct term is exophylic, always with tilde.  It means that you like the outside or the outside.  In medicine, it is a
term to refer to the tendency of many transmitting insects, especially mosquitoes, to rest on the outside of dwellings.  It
relates to exophilia, which practices exophilia. 

exofitica
exophytic is incorrectly written and should be written as "Exophytic ( with tilde )." being its meaning:<br>It is an injury to
the oral cavity, which makes relief on the oral mucosa.  It is a term used in dentistry.

exorable
It means that he is condescending to pleas.  It is easy to move or move with pleas.  Who attends to pleas. 

exorbitante
It means that it exceeds in large dimension or proportion the normal or current.  Very big, big size.  It can be considered
synonymous with excessive, massive, too, excessive, exaggerated, huge.

exordio
It is the preface or preamble to a literary work.  Introduction principle, start . 

exorreico
The correct term is exorrenic, with tilde.  It means they flow outward, they go outwards or out to sea.  It is a term used in
Geology, to designate the streams of water that drain into the sea.

exógena
It means that they have their origin or origin from outside a certain environment.  That originates or produces another. 



exógeno
It means that it is born or originates outside a certain environment.  That is produced outdoors.  Of external origin . 

exón
In Biogenetics is the name of the part of genes that contain the coding information to produce proteins or amino acids. 

exótica
Which is strange, from outside, that is not from here, which is not ours or our customs.  It's not typical of the region.  It
means she's eccentric, weird, strange, singular.  Curious, foreign, alien, remote, unusual, extravagant, foreign, distant,
barbaric, unusual.

exótico
That is outside, is not here, it is not our or our customs.  To say that it is strange, rare, unique.  strange, unusual,
eccentric, extravagant, foreign, alien, alien, remote, distant, barbaric, unusual.

exparcio
exparció is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Scattered" being its meaning:<br>Incorrectly written, must be
spread. Spread-verbal inflection, which means: spread, spread, extend, shed, water, desperdigar, disseminate, disclose,
spread. It also has application for fun, recreate, pamper, distract. Sprinkle the verb, is used for dispersion of liquids or
spraying them...

expectación
Action or effect of expecting, It means waiting, contemplating what is shown or what is exhibited.  Hope, waiting,
contemplation. 

expedites
It means accelerating the development and failure of a trial.  Lighten the solution of a dispute or complaint.  Turning
expedite (speed up, streamline, lightening).  Give agility or rush to an agreement.

expedito
It means free, clear, unobstructed.  Loose, broad, effective, active, agile, fast, priority, swift.

expelido
It is an inflection of expel.  Means throw, throw, dismiss, eject.

experiencias
It's the plural of experience.  It means skills, skills, knowledge, experiences, practice.  It may also refer to research or
trials, tests or experiments that are done in a laboratory.

expertice
Action and effect of expertizar, prepare or train someone to make him an expert. Generating experience or return expert
a person. Give expertise.

experticia



What makes the expert or expert.  Who knows, it does, who knows to handle operate or manipulate.  It means that he
has experience, knowledge, skill, ability, knowledge.

experticial
With skill, experience, with knowledge, with practice, with expertise. Expert. He says the quality of an expert. Opinion of
an expert.

expertis
It is the same as expertise, experience, knowledge and expertise. Expertise in latin means expert, knowledgeable.

experto
It means that he knows, that he knows how to do, that he knows how to operate or manipulate.  Expert.  It means that
you have experience, knowledge, practice, skill, skill, knowledge.  

expiar
It means to erase guilt or sins.  Purify yourself through a sacrifice.  Said of an inmate or prisoner, serve the sentence
imposed by a judge.  Purge, pay, repair, comply.  Wash, purify. 

expira
It's an expiring inflection.  It means dying, dying, ending, becoming current.  Expire, pretend.

expiro
It is an inflection of expiring.  Means end, finish, win.   It also means dying, dying, fenecer.  Expiry of a period.

explayarse
It means spreading, watering, spreading, overflowing.  It usually means being very extensive when speaking, explaining
too much to detail and most of the time in an unnecessary way.

explícito
Is an adjective qualifying which means huge, franco, manifesto, express, of course, sincere.  He expressed or explained
clearly.

explotación sexual
Is to benefit economically from the exercise of prostitution on the part of other people.  Pimping, it's about people. 
Forcing others to carry out prostitution, through blackmail or kidnapping, is a felony.

exposición
It can mean presentation, explanation of a topic either in written or verbal form or also shows, shows, exhibitions, fairs. 
Action and effect of exposing , which means to put in view, show, exhibit.  Exhibition of objects of various themes.  In
Photography it is the time in which the ultrasensitive material is exposed to light.  Submit to something. 

expositor
It means he speaks or shows something to the public.  In Colombia it is the same as lecturer, speaker or lecturer. 
Person who lectures in front of an auditorium.  Who disserts an audience.  Person who exposes something to the public.



 

expositora
It means he speaks or shows something to the public.  In Colombia it is the same as lecturer, speaker or lecturer. 
Person who lectures in front of an auditorium.  Who disserts an audience.  Person who exposes something to the public.

exposure
It is an English word that means exposure, exhibition, submit to, take a risk, revelation, unmask.  Risking, unprotecting
or daring. 

expósita
It means orphan, abandoned.  Person who is in a hospice or hostel.  You are in an asylum.  Inclusive, guacha,
orphaned, abandoned, helpless.

expósito
It means exposed or also abandoned.  A newborn child who is given up for adoption or to a charity.  Newborn who has
its origin unknown.  It is also a surname of Spanish origin. 

expresidiario
A person who was imprisoned in a prison facility serving a sentence imposed by a judge.  That he was a prisoner and is
no longer so because he served his sentence. 

expresividad
It is a quality that shows liveliness or eloquence.  Ability to express or communicate.  Communication, effusivity,
vehemence.  Ease of expression.

expresivos
Plural of expressive .  He manifests with vivacity and intensity his feelings, thoughts or his expressions.  It means
eloquent, vehement, friendly, affectionate, communicative, loquacious, effusive.   They clearly reflect how they feel.

exprés
You mean fast.  Faster.  It runs promptly, which is done in a very short time. 

exprimida
Inflection to squeeze .  It means crushing to extract the juice or juice.  In Colombia squeezed also means exhausted,
tired, exhausted (colloquially dead, blowjob). 

expulgar
It means cleaning fleas or lice.  Eliminate bugs and parasites, especially from hair (hair).  Manually remove fleas or lice
on pets or nits.  . 

exsajerar
The correct term is overstated.  It means to give greater value to something that really don't have it.  Enlarge, increase,



overvalue, ponder, bulge, swell, inflate, exceed.

exsedi
exsedi is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Exceeded" being its meaning:<br>The correct word is exceeded.
It is a verbal inflection in past tense and first person to exceed. Means I have exceeded, ahead, overcome, overtaken,
out-done, propasado, desmandado, abused or exceeded something limiting rule. Exagere.libertinaje. Vice.

exseminarista
It refers to a person who studied in a seminary, for the purpose of becoming a priest, but who retired.  He studied in a
conciliar seminiary.  Who stopped being a seminarian or who retired from the seminary. 

exsenador
Person who was a senator in past legislatures.  Senator from previous periods and he is no longer a senator.   Person
who lost the title of senator for legal reasons. 

extanuantes
The correct term is strenuous. It means that they produce very tired, much exhaustion.

extasiada
It means enraptured, arrobada, stunned, dumbfounded, amazed, engrossed.  It means that he fixes all the attention on
something that attracts or delights him. 

extasiado
It is an inflection of extasiar is.  It means be enthralled, thrilled, ecstatic.  Immersed in a very intense emotion.  It is such
a State of euphoria that prevents react properly.  Spellbound, euphoric, I amazement, dumbfounded, smitten, lucid, full. 
Intense clarity, maximum fullness.

extasiarse
It is the action of feeling maximum admiration or pleasure with something.  Get pregnant, bloat, shave, get drunk.

extavagante
It is synonymous with original, peculiar, singular, whimsical, eccentric, funny, extraordinary, quirky, ridiculous,
incongruous.

extendió
It is an inflection of extend. It means to extend, expand, extend, stretch, deploy, open, spread, disperse.

extensión
It can mean surface, area, space, length.  It also means propagation, diffusion, development, expansion.  Action and
effect of extending or extending .  Extension, lengthening .  It can also refer to an additional phone with the same line or
number.  Each of the derivations of a telephone line. 

extenuado
It means that it is weak.  Even fainted, exhausted, fatigued, tired, exhausted, bloodless.



extenuantes
Exhausting, cansones.

extenuarte
It is an inflection extenuar. It means exhaust, tire, weaken and fatigue. Let bloodless, limply, Lich. Do something without
moderation.

exteriorizado
It means that it has been visualized, that it has become notorious or visible, that it has been revealed or shown. 
Inflection of externalizing. 

externstein
The correct term is Externsteine.  It is the name of a megalithic complex located near the city of Detmold, in North
Rhine-Westphalia (Germany). 

extinguidor
It is a metallic element shaped bottle that contains chemical pressure and is used to extinguish fires or fires.  Fire
extinguisher.

extinta
It means that it no longer exists, that it is not.  Dead, died, fenecida, deceased.

extintor
Extinguisher is also used.  It is a hollow metal cylinder containing pressure filling chemicals and serving to put out the
fire. 

extirpe
It is an inflection to remove, which means remove, remove, remove, boot.  It can also mean suppressing or eradicating .

extornar
Extornar is the same thing reverse a budget game.  It is to share an account from debit to credit or vice versa.  They
become an asset account liabilities or vice versa.  It is also valid if you cancel a purchase of an article by bad fingering of
a fact or because the buyer decides not to take the article and it had already been marked.

extorsivo
Which is intended for extortion.  Relative to extortion. 

extra
You mean outside, it's not part of something.  person who works very circumstantially on a film, which is not part of the
cast.  It also means supplement, supplement, added, additional.

extra futbolístico -ca
It means he's out of football, which is independent of football.  It affects football. 



extrabagantv
extrabagantv is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Extravagant" being its meaning:<br>I think is poorly written
word, must be extravagant. It means original, unique, unique, whimsical, eccentric, extraordinary, curious, quirky,
ridiculous, incongruous, grotesque.

extraccurricular
The correct term is extracurricular.  It means outside of the academic process, not regularly taught in school or
educational facility.  Outside of the academic curriculum.

extractar
It means condensing, summarizing, taking out only the most important or essential of something.  Abbreviate.  Make a
compendium or a synthesis.  Synthesize. 

extractivo
The process of using a resource, removing it from wherever you are.  It usually refers to those found within the Earth as
minerals and oil or gas.  A process that involves removal of a resource that can be exhausted.  Process mining or oil.

extracto
In Colombia is the banking newsletter that is received with the accounting moves a month.  Also means summary,
Compendium, synthesis, summary, juice, juice, concentrated essence.

extradeportivo
It means it's out of the sporty.  It is independent or isolated from those related to sport and healthy competition.  It affects
sport. 

extraer
It means to take out, explode, separate, tear, uproot, boot, remove.  Obtain a stone or mineral product from a mine. 

extrafalario, ria
The correct term is quirky ( a ), with s .  It means ridiculous, bumish, comical, grotesque, rare extravagant, eccentric. 
Which is weird or ridiculous. 

extrafutbolística
It means that it produces effects on football, but that it does not make part of its rules or customs. 

extralarga
It means more dimension than normal.  Longer than usual.  Very long. 

extralargo
You mean very long.  Too long, large length.  Exaggerated length. 

extralimitación
Action or effect of overreaching.  Excess, abuse.  Exceed the permitted or authorized limits. 



extralimitatarse
It means exceeding what is allowed or authorized.  Exceed the limits. 

extramuros
It means outside, outside an institution.  It usually refers to activities that are carried out outside the premises of an
institution, almost always of an educational nature. 

extranjero referenciado
foreigner referenced is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Revered abroad." being its meaning:<br>I think
that question is " 34 revered overseas; It is a way of being of the Colombians that sometimes we criticize much, it makes
reference to the Colombian is very friendly with foreigners, who believe that they are superior and not do enough for
serve very well and have them taste. Passed from good host.

extrañitis
Colloquially illness or condition caused by the absence of someone loved.  Nostalgia, sadness, intense feeling of
missing someone.  Intense suffering from the absence of a close one. 

extrapsicologico
extrapsicologico is incorrectly written, and should be written as Extrapsiologico (with accent).  being its meaning: the
correct term is extrapsiologico (with accent).  It means oblivious to the psychological, non-mental.  alien or strange to his
inner self, his mind or thought.  On the theory of learning of Vygotsky is the need or the requirement to interact and use
communication with other people (society) to learn.

extrarregional
It means that you leaving the borders of a defined region. It occupies or affects several regions.

extraterrestre
It means originally from out of the Earth from another planet, another world.  Alien, alien, Galactic.

extravertido
extravert is incorrectly written and it should be written as Extrovert is also accepted.  being its meaning:<br>That is
poured, turns or is reflected outward.  Extrovert.  It refers to a person who has no complexes and makes social relations
very easily.  In Colombia we say friendly, friendly, outgoing, compinchero.

extremista
It means that he likes excesses or extremes.  Who practices extremism.  That takes things to the extreme.  Fanatic,
sectarian, radical, exalted, agitator. 

extremofilas
The correct term is extremophile or better yet extremophile. They are the agencies that are adapted to live in very
extreme conditions of life--may well be very high or very low temperatures, very high pressures or media rare as
supremely saline, acidic and so toxic to other living beings. Other extreme conditions are given for the total absence of
water ( conditions anhydrous or desiccation ) which is also amazing. As there are a variety of forms of adaptation,
technically given different name ( I give 3 examples ): Halofilos, who live in extremely saline media. Acidophilus, who live
in highly acidic media. Xerophiles or Anhidrofilos, those who live in extremely dry media.



extreñido
It means he suffers from extretition.  You can't evacuate feces in a timely manner.  Constipated.

extrinseco
The correct term is extrinsic, with tilde.  It means external, foreign, foreign, superfluous, accessory, incidental,
circumstantial.

extrínsecas
Plural of extrinsic .  It means exterior, external.  It can also mean superfluous, incidental, accidental, circumstantial,
incidental superfluous.  It acquires or overlaps the natural. 

extrobertido
extrobertido is incorrectly written, and should be written as outgoing.  being its meaning:<br>The correct term is an
extrovert.  A person who is given to others, living according to others.  It is cheerful, dicharachera, someone who always
expresses what he feels, that makes friends easily and not inhibiting make negative comments, is very helpful and not
insecure or fearful.  It is synonymous with friendly, loving, affectionate, compinchero, amiguero.

extrovertir
It literally means delivering or giving, watering out.  It means that it has facilities to converse and interact with others,
easy to communicate.  Have the ease of being known to the fullest; To express themselves easily to others. 
Extrovestirse means enjoying the good atmosphere, being cheerful, having fun.  I clarify that is used in Colombia often
but not accepted by the Royal Academy.

extrude
It means extruding, impelling, propelling, expelling or spewing (pushing a liquid or a thick substance out of the place
where it is located). 

extrudir
It may mean expelling a thick liquid or substance out of where it is under pressure.  Impel , expel , spike .  Secrete.  It
can also be using a device such as a plunger or a pump. 

extrudo
It's an inflection to extrude.  It means shaping a gelatinous, creamy or plastic matter or a molten metal by making it come
out through a groove of a bag that contains it.

exuberancia
It means abundance, fullness, profusion, excess, plettive.   Neatness, quantity.  That there's a lot. 

exuberante
It means fertile ubérrimo, prodigal, copious, rich, opulent, abundant, profuse.

exudar
He means well, then exit the pores or cracks in the crust.  Sweating, distilling, salse, manar.



exudó
It is an inflection of ooze.  It means sweating, rezumar, distill, filter, extravasar be, exit, sprout, manar.

exultante
It means cheerful, happy, satisfied. 

exultar
It means feeling a lot of joy.  jump with joy, feel great excitement.  Feel euphoria, rejoicing, joy, joy. 

exuniformada
Term to designate a person who belonged to a uniformed armed corps such as the police, the army, the navy. 
Exmilitary, exmilitary woman. 

exuverante
The correct term is lush, with b.  Means abundant, lush, profuse, prodigal, profuse, copious, fertile, rich.

exvoto
Promise, offering that is made by promise or gratitude.  It means offering, donation, donation, gift, gift. 

eyaculador
It means it ejaculates.  It supplies or provides semen.  Stallion.  It may also refer to the organ that produces the semen,
i.e. the seminal vesicle or the muscles that drive it when ejaculation.

eyección
It means it's driven by pressure gas action.  Type of drive that pilots use to get out of their aircraft during an emergency. 
Action or effect of ejecting, which means ejecting, catapulting, boosting.

eyeglasses
It is an English word which means glasses, lenses, glasses.

eyelet
It is an English word which means grommet, eyelet.  Hole in the fabric for buttons, or footwear to pass a rope.

eyrá
In some parts of South America eyra is the name of a medium cat also known as Oz, Jack moro, servante cat, lion or
jaguarundi.  Its scientific name is Puma yagouaroundi and belongs to the family Felidae.  It is a term of tupi-guarani
origin which means tanned or dark.

ezequiel
It is a name of biblical and Hebrew origin male.  It means God has given to the force.  He received the power of God.

ezkere
In Basque language means anyway, anyway, anyway.  However, I think that it can also refer to "Skere" or "eskere",



which is an anglicism which are popular rappers and that means everything, everything goes well or everything is OK,
that it would be tantamount to our cool or latinos bacano.

ezkuzabala
It is a word of the Basque language, which means incredible.

ébola
It is the name of a river that remains in ancient Zaire (today Congo).  It is a tributary of the Mongala River and therefore
of the Congo.  It is the place where a virus transmitted from bats to humans was first detected.  It is the simplified name
for an infectious disease caused by a virus of the genus Ebolavirus.  This disease is caused by the Ebola virus and is
known as Ebola Virus Disease (EVD) or Ebola hemorrhagic fever (FHE).

échale leña
The expression " Check out firewood " It's a colloquial way used in Colombia to insinuate that it is achieved with a slight
push to rough-Hew. Used when tempers of two parts are warring about to discuss, and that with a light source is
assembled the Trojan war. Encourage, stimulate, encourage, Excite, induce, instigate, cause, incite, tempt. ignite.

égica
The correct term is Egica, Egica ( 41 own name;.  He was a King of Toledo, King of the Visigoths, spouse of Cixilo.

élide
Name of a peripheral unit of Ancient Greece.  It was also called Elis.  Region of Greece .  Until a few years ago it existed
as Prefecture.  Its capital is Pirgos. 

élitro
It is each of the modified and hardened wings of some beetle and orthoptera insects.  They are specialized and in some
cases become sheets.  Anterior or outer wing of a beetle.  In acrylics it serves to rub and produce a loud noise. 

énfasis
It means intensity, vividness, vehemence, vigor, accent.  Highlight , give greater intensity or importance.

épulos
They were also called septenviros.  Name of the members of the last college of priests in Ancient Rome.  Epulones. 
The épules were convites or sacrifices to placate the wrath of the gods and were made during some calamity. 

équidos
It is another way of referring to horses or animals belonging to mackerel cattle.  Horses. 

érrimo
It is a suffix that is used to form superlative.  It means excess of something.  For example: Pulquérrimo is a superlative
of neat and means very neat, excessively neat.  You should always wear tilde as it forms bizarre words.

éter
It is a chemical functional group of type r-o - R'.  Oxygen atom, joined with two radical rent.  In chemistry is also ether



ethyl ether, sulphuric ether, ethoxyethane or etoxietano.  It is the name of an organic compound that has an oxygen and
two radicals of hydrocarbons (can be solid, liquid or gaseous).  It is a very volatile and flammable product.  Ether is also
sky, sky, space.  He is supposed to be fluid that fills the outer space in the cosmos.

étimo
Linguistics is the technical way to call the root or word, where a word comes from.  Linguistic origin of a term or term.  It
serves as a prefix for the word etymology. 

étnea
Etnea it is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Etnea." being its meaning:<br>The correct term is Etnea.
Means via Etna. It is the name of a route between the city of Catania and the slopes of Mount Etna. It was based on the
development of the city, after the destructive earthquake in 1693 destroyed almost the whole city.

étnias
Plural of ethnicity.  It means people, a group of people who have the same race, culture and language.  In Greek it
means people, nation.

éxito
Welcome.  It means achievement, award, goal, trophy, victory, laurel, result, Coronation, fame, notoriety, end, approval,
glory, fame, boom.

éxtasis
Very intense emotion.  It is such a State of euphoria that prevents react properly.  Embeleso, euphoria, pasmo,
embobamiento, clarity and fullness.  Intense clarity, maximum fullness.  It is also the name of a new drug used by young
people, MDMA, belongs to amphetamines and chemically is 3, 4-methylenedioxymethamphetamine.

fa
In music is the fourth note of the scale.  Located between Mi and Sun.  FA is a cup or Championship of soccer played in
England (FA Cup).  Officially called Football Association Challenge Cup.  Abbreviation of Football Association.

fabela
It is a small Skipjack that forms in some mammals behind the knee (on the knee).  Can be found in dogs, cats and
sometimes in humans.  It is also a surname: Isidro Fabela was a writer and Mexican journalist.  Favela, v, in Brazil is a
type of irregular and disordered settlement.  Slum.

fabia
It is a line of passenger cars manufactured by Skoda. It is the successor of the Felicia.

fabiano
Name of a Brazilian footballer who is Spanish national.  Its full name is Luis Fabiano Clemente .  It is the name of an
English reactionary socialism created to counter scientific socialism.  he intended to move from capitalism to socialism
with the help of the bourgeoisie and the proletariat.  Who is a follower of Fabio, who belongs to or relates to Fabio.  It is
considered a variant of the names Fabio (He who grows beans) and Fabian (He who is fulfilled), both names of male of
Latin origin.



fabina
It is the name of a protein that is found in plants Fabaceae, especially in beans.

fabricenses
From the latin fabricensis: gunsmiths.  Persons engaged in the construction of weapons.  The fabricenses in ancient
times were the workers of a factory of weapons.

fabulosa
It means spectacular, fantastic.  Incredible.  Extraordinary, prodigious.  That cannot be believed, imaginary, implausible. 
Fictitious. 

faca
It is a kind of knife.  In Colombia it is colloquial and apocopada way of referring to the town of Facatativa.

facatativá
It is the name of a city in Colombia, which belongs to the Department of Cundinamarca.  In the Muisca language it
means "strong fenced at the end of the plain". 

facazo
Mean camouflaged, slash.  Wound caused with a knife.

facción
It means side, group, section or division.  Part of a majority group that has differences in thinking or opinion.  Party,
gang, group, clique. 

facería
In Spain it is a type of land management where there are pastures for reciprocal use between several premises or farms
whether public or private. 

faceruelo
Soft cloth bag and fluffy filling, usually rectangular in shape, where the head is supported for sleeping.  It is also usually
called a headboard or pillow.  Cushion, cushion. 

facha
In Colombia you mean looks, presence, presentation, tasting, stamping, porte, figure, appearance.  Personal
presentation.  Mode of dressing up and arise.  It can also be a marionette, scarecrow, eyesore,

facha bruta
Bad face, careraja. It is said very bad appearance of a person.   ( There is a fable called the ugly Prince and his
motaleja, is that we should not be fooled with the first image or 41 appearances;. Malacaroso.

fachenda
It means with boasting, vanity, ostentation, pomp, postín.  Of a lot of elegance and distinction.  Fachosa, fachenta.  He is
proudly too proud of his actions.  In Central America it means cheerful, happy.



fachento
In Colombia we also say fachoso.  You mean vain, believed, smug, bluffing, proud.  He likes to show himself as the
best, who likes to be admired. 

fachera
Person who takes great care of your personal presentation.  He takes care of his appearance and dresses elegantly. 
You care about your facha ( presentation). 

fachina
It's the same as fajina or faxina.  It is a type of sembradio on terraces following the contours on the slope of a mountain. 
They are set to prevent water erosion in hillside soils.

fachinero
In slang language means determined, courageous, daring, fearless, decided. It is used in Argentina.

facia
It is a term used in medicine.  A fascia is a type of connective tissue that looks primarily fibrous and strong and covers all
body structures.  It is a fibrous membrane that surrounds or covers muscles. 

facilitadores
Plural facilitator .  Person who plays a mediator or intermediary in a conflict.  That facilitates or facilitates an agreement.

facilona
It's a pejorative treatment of a woman.  It can be considered synonymous with easy, buscona, promiscuous, liberated,
casquivana. 

facineroso
A person who acts against the law and the rules laid down.  a person who commits crimes.  Offenders, offender, ruffian,
thug, assailant, Gunslinger, villain, scoundrel, Bandit, evildoer.

facio
Facio, Faccio and Fazio, are surnames of Italian origin.  Name of an ancient Greek city of Thessaly .  Surname of Costa
Rican writer named Alda Facio Montejo.  Surname of a rector of the University of Costa Rica, named Rodrigo Facio
Brenes and who founded the National Liberation Party.  . 

facista
The right term is fascist.  It means authoritarian, boss, tax, imposing, dictator, dictatorial.   Person who follows the
guidelines of fascism.  Historical stage of Italy, in which the dictator Benito Mussolini dominated.  Type of government
that is characterized by being very authoritarian and repressive.  Which is authoritarian.  imposed by authority through
the use of force. 

faconina
It is the name of a genus of spiders that belongs to the family Corinnidae.  They are characterized by having great visual
acuity and being poisonous.  They are known as sack spiders.  It is found in Brazil, Paraguay, and Northern Argentina. 
Name of a substance (protein) found in the lens of the eye.



facón
Melee weapon of great dimensions.  Cone south of South America is a large knife, a large knife.  Dagger, dagger, knife.

factocracia
It is a dictatorship generated by a coup or by abandonment of the substituted rulers.  They usually assume violently.  In
fact 40 Governments; De-facto 41 Governments;.

factor sorpresa
It is an expression to indicate the advantage of acting when the adversary or opponent least expects it. 

factores tanatogenos
factors tanatogenos is incorrectly written and should be written such as "factors tanatogenos" being its
meaning:<br>They are the factors that end up with life. Factors causing death: generalized Sepsis, severe
cardio-respiratory failure, cancer metastasis.

facturar
It means issuing an invoice, extending an invoice.  Collect, pass a collection account for sale or services rendered.  It is
also taken as the amount of services or sales that a company or a professional does.  It is also to register for the
shipment a parcel or a luggage. 

facu
It's the familiar and loving way to call Facundo.  Facundo is a male name of Latin origin and means talkative, eloquent. 
Facu Díaz is a Spanish comedian and presenter of Uruguayan origin.  Its full name is Facundo Díaz Troncoso . 
Nickname of an Argentine basketball player who plays in the NBA.  Its full name is Facundo Campazzo . 

facultades
They are different units that define the careers chosen by students at a University.  Dean, careers and professions.  It
also wants to tell qualities, capabilities, skills, skills, potentials, authorizations, licenses, powers, permit, power, talent,
prerogatives, chairs.

facultativo
It is another way of referring to a Doctor of Medicine or a Doctor.  Galen.  It also means that it can be done or not done. 
Powerful, voluntary, discretionary. 

facunda
It's a woman's name of Latin origin.  It means that it has the gift of eloquence, the ease of verbal expression, the
conversation, the fluency, the facundia.  Conversationalist, eloquent. 

facundia
In Colombia means eloquence, ease to express yourself verbally, conversation, fluency,bia. 

facundo
It is a name of male of Latin origin, which means the one who has the gift of the word, eloquent.  Also as an adjective
means talker, parlanchín, charlatan, loquacious, eloquent, verbose.



faena
In Colombia it is used as synonymous with work, task, work, work, occupation, trajín , craft , work , move .  It can also
mean bullfighting.

faenado
Product of the work .  Animal slaughtered, s throat.  It can mean worked, labored, elaborated.  Sacrifice, slaughter,
death (referring to the deguement of animals) 

faetórnido
It means that it belongs to the Phaetornidae family.  It is the Spanishization of the technical term, which means glowing
bird or bird that shines ( shines).

fafa
In Sanitary Engineering it stands for anaerobic upstream filter.  It is an optional component of a treatment plant.  It aims
to reduce the polluting burden of wastewater.

fafarachero
In Colombia and especially in the Antioquia region, it means talkative, liar, boastful, sugarcane. 

fafero
It is a term used in Guatemala and El Salvador and makes reference to corrupt or sobornables journalists who
broadcast news or publications circumvented or skewed, according to an economic compensation, manipulating the
essence of the story according to the convenience of who pays. With low credibility.

fafnir
It is the name of a star in the constellation Draco.  He has also received the designations of 42 Draconis, 42 Dra, HD
170693 or HR 6945 by the Astronomers.  In Norse mythology it is the name of a dwarf and son of the dwarf king
Hreidmar.  He transformed himself into a dragon, to guard his treasures.  Video game character name (dragon). 

fagácea
Generic castilian name and botanical family of plants belonging to the fagaceae family.  They are usually very large
shrubs and trees.  This family belongs to chestnut trees, beech, oaks and holm oaks. 

fagáceas
It is the the muteness of the Latin term Fagaceae, which is a family of plants.  Generally these are trees and shrubs.  It
includes 7 genera and about 670 species.  The genres include: Castanea ( Chestnut ) , Quercus ( Oak ) ,
Trigonobalanus ( Black Oak - Endemic in Colombia, so to be changed soon to Trigonobalanus ) , Castanopsis ( Similar
to the chestnut ) , Fagus ( You have ).

fagédico
It means gangrenous or ulcerative.  Patient suffering from ulcers or gangrene.  It is usually a complication of diabetic
patients.  He has wounds that don't heal him.


